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TEETHereforesuEDIT     because annex b +  
appendix h equals esculator sudden  
reverse     hence i'll be nonchalant  
punching slope     you've heard of  
such pixelated hatchets     oh slow  
withdrawn arrow unremmitting forfeit starts  
5 minutes round next headland dense warm  
fringe green mould spreads  
dignity aside  
get ready      MUL(/)TIP(.)LE(.)SQUIRM(/)SOPH(/)IS(.)TI(.)CATE(/)CON(/)VER(/)SION(/) 11 x> 
not withered day   
blanket coverage tribute to down-tempo turn pikers on their shadow  
freight scramble towards soaking overlap countless opportunities to starburst     to think a pre-recorded  
script could still blanket such Thrust-express-no-fun-not-newly-arrived-hot-batch even after readmission to 
higher-ground Maggot Square resonates bright banal to this very day     either pinpoint or sprayed most crank 
weekends     logic dear they've allocated me a snapped seat not for the 1st time      tomorrow i'll swallow my  
pleasure-shard     & go down on one knee for Pleasure Shard     given the above i am not satisfied that you have  
the ties and commitments that would prompt your departure at the end of your proposed visit so forthcoming  
vanguard less good lowland food stamps all upheld     stuck with you unfinished piece of stone not  radiating  
orbit but mild laxative      another shady fuck concerned with tying their shoesleeping with the light on   
 

  



 

hot stuff upstream sediment worms through most apple charm days  
nine miles out of town raucous yellow moon hangs off bulberous shadow 
tree.     slate quarry picnic earliest flag distillation edge odor pasted  
swearing at streetownworld i'll stay with you early doors wayward  
obscura ink-sling learning synced with gum striking gum.     gunpowder  
guess what     other defaults     last year’s product recall.     in fact am solely  
responsible for the diagonal spread of hyacinths across the north-eastern  
territories am being towed out of my own shoes down hollywood freeway  
straight back to ebbet’s field an apple a day we’ll all be blind how will  
you hide yourself in ten years? immaculate platonic  
please pass me the dust now oh     behind the blue screen there’s a slurry  
of tension swollen siren your brash     toxicity has more or less led us this 
far scumscapexcursion blurry music     low on the lamb disorganized nucleus  
airport prices jaundiceyellowander thin boundary     subtle at the direct ‘n’ info  
a time to be silent a pot to blacken     weight loss left right & centre contained  
explosion     dumb dove     tour-de-farce     quivering long before profound rupture  
do not abandon me softened hunting cold one     then welcome ceremonial non-alignment      

a little of what you fancy won’t change it’s spots     the late catch birds the worm      
fifth night of halloween  
& third day of xmas 

	   	  



 

monorail to sexed up royale well done very smooth shot  
countershot hyper-other i would sometimes spend the whole 
day nebulae lines-ermaine furs-octofoil-thief point-leaf dexter-leaf  
sinister-supports leaf mantling-june berry-silver pine-brown prune-  
bog wintergreen-wire lettuce-perhaps run home***********************  
over bright *************************************************** 
bridge bright bridge******************************************** 
back to raging makeshift     can't relax though     at periscope depth  
underworld in a bit     sacharrine moon first     next a standard narrative      
over slight stretch     shape resemblance maybe encode S1LVER  
his unapproachable muted pinks-sandy browns-lavender dark  
turquoise-sweet acacia swamp-bay red bud-candy tuft you spot me  
div anchored at synthetic blue government hub after going for  
broke     city plaza's westward expansion & i got lost 
strained to activate confusion but triggered memories created more work littered black white background  
& no modification or explicit experiments down the burrow drilling today snarling behind a classic lock  
dimming playlist mistranslated as complex onslaught because her voice has to be pure like a teen imposter 
seeking compliance i do a tunnel check closer to something i can't describe hot new path glows above but  
-it-is-late-  
no-one-is-	  
 


